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The elucidation of the three-letter genetic codes, consisting of different combinations of DNA nucleotides, for the synthesis of proteins was a foundation on which modern biology was built. This milestone achievement not only marked how much we understand biology, but also allowed the use of these codes to synthesize new biomolecules with predicted sequences, structures, and functions. DNA is known for its well-defined structures and selective recognition. Because it is highly programmable, DNA has been widely used as a template or scaffold to functionalize and assemble nanomaterials for various applications[3] and the principles of DNA-directed assembly have been summarized.[4] The majority of the work so far, however, has employed functionalization of nanomaterials with DNA following nanomaterial synthesis, thus the DNA was unable to influence the morphology of the nanomaterials. Among the few studies that have used DNA to control the morphology of nanomaterials during their synthesis, there is evidence that different sequences of DNA can influence both the structure and function of nanomaterials, such as silver clusters and quantum dots.[5] However, to our knowledge, no study has comprehensively and systematically reported on the effect of varying DNA sequences on the morphology of nanomaterials. Just as in the case of genetic codes for biomolecular synthesis, elucidating such DNA “codes” that control the synthesis and structure of nanomaterials could have a profound impact on nanotechnology, because of the wide range of applications for nanomaterials with various shapes and structures in catalysis, sensing, imaging, electronics, and medicine.[4]

Recently, we reported that DNA could adsorb onto gold nanospheres and guide their growth into nanoflowers.[6] However, the true influence of DNA on controlling nanoparticle morphology remains to be explored, and the rules of such control have not been discovered. Thus, we wondered whether different combinations of DNA sequences could constitute a “genetic code” to direct the morphology of nanomaterials. Herein, we report the discovery of a new DNA-encoding scheme for controlling the synthesis of gold nanoparticles with a variety of novel shapes. Furthermore, the underlying rules governing the morphological controls by different DNA molecules and their combinations have been elucidated, and these rules could serve as guidelines for precisely controlled gold nanomaterial synthesis.

Seed-mediated synthesis methods are commonly used to prepare nanocrystals with controlled morphologies.[4,5] In this approach, preformed seeds are first introduced into a growth solution, where molecular capping agents are usually added to selectively bind to a certain facet, and thus mediate the growth of seeds into different shapes. However, designing effective capping agents to control the evolution of seeds into the desired shapes presents a significant challenge. To explore the effect of different DNA sequences on the metal nanoparticle morphology during seed-mediated synthesis, we chose gold nanoprisms as a model system for further nanomaterial growth. Gold nanoprisms are planar twinned crystals, with [111] facets at their top and bottom flat surfaces, and stacking faults on the side faces.[6] Because of these properties, the gold nanoprism is an excellent template to explore controlled growth in both the vertical and horizontal directions.[4b,6]

To search for DNA sequences that can direct the morphology of nanomaterials during their synthesis, purified gold nanoprism seeds were incubated individually with oligo dA30 (A30), oligo dT30 (T30), oligo dC30 (C30), or oligo dG20 (G20). G20 was tested instead of G30, because of the difficulty in synthesizing DNA composed of more than 20 G residues. Afterwards, a mild reducing agent, hydroxylamine (NH₂OH), and a gold salt, hydrogen tetrachloroaurate (III) (HAuCl₄), were added to initiate particle growth. The morphologies of the resulting nanoparticles were characterized using scanning electron microscopy (SEM) and transmission electron microscopy (TEM). Interestingly, the nanoparticles resulting from incubation of the nanoprism seeds with different DNA sequences, all adopted different morphologies with high yields and reproducibility (Figure 1). Nanoparticles synthesized with A30 were round nanoplates with high yields and reproducibility (Figure 1).
could direct the growth of the nanoprism into different shapes, and each type of oligodeoxyribonucleotide encoded the formation of nanoparticles with certain shapes.

To understand this DNA-directed nanoparticle growth and shape control, we monitored the absorbance changes of the nanoparticle solution in the presence of each type of the oligodeoxynucleotides with a UV/Vis-NIR spectrometer. As shown in Figure S4a and S3c, for the cases of A20 and C20, the absorbance of the as-synthesized nanoparticle solution was blue-shifted in the first two minutes and subsequently red-shifted back to 800 nm with increasing absorbance intensity. The nanoparticle growth was completed within ten minutes. The absorbance of the sample with G20 also showed an initial blue-shift in the first minute of growth, and then red-shifted with a peak at 950 nm (Figure S4d). In contrast, for growth solution containing T20, the absorbance increased and the peak at 800 nm was continuously red-shifted over the course of particle growth; the final nanoparticle solution showed a broad peak at 1250 nm (Figure S4b). This difference in the change in absorbance indicates different pathways for the evolution of nanoparticles grown from different DNA sequences.

To further study this time-dependent shape evolution, nanoparticle growth was halted at different times by adding an excess of mercaptopropionic acid (MPA), the morphologies of the intermediates were then observed using SEM. As shown in Figure S5a and S5c, the nanoparticles with A20 or C20 grew larger into truncated prisms or round nanoparticles in the first three minutes, and then horizontal growth slowed down while vertical growth became more prominent. While both A20 and C20 produced thicker particles, A20 induced the formation of round nanoparticles with bumpy surfaces and C20 produced round nanoparticles with smooth surfaces. On the other hand, the nanoparticles incubated with T20 grew horizontally in the first two minutes into hexagonal plates. Each vertex of the hexagon then sharpened, and the six-pointed nanostars were well formed after ten minutes of particle growth (Figure S5b). In the case of G20, the nanoparticles evolved into round nanoparticles, and then into nanohexagons within ten minutes (Figure S5d). These results suggest that DNA acts as a template to mediate the evolution of the nanoseeds into different shapes depending on the DNA sequences.

We then investigated the effect of DNA length on nanoparticle synthesis by varying the DNA length from 5–10, and then to 20 bases (for oligo dG) or 30 bases (for oligo dA, oligo dT, and oligo dC), the resulting nanoparticles had similar shapes regardless of the length of the DNA, indicating that it was the DNA sequence, rather than its length, that determined the morphology of the nanoparticles. To further explore this result, we repeated the same experiment using monomeric dAMP, dTMP, dCMP, or dGMP. As shown in Figure S3, each type of deoxyribonucleotide displayed similar morphological effects as compared to its corresponding oligodeoxyribonucleotide, but the nanoparticles synthesized with mononucleotides were much less stable and tended to aggregate much more readily than those synthesized with longer DNA strands. All of these results demonstrated that DNA composed of different sequences could direct the growth of the nanoprism into different shapes, and each type of oligodeoxyribonucleotide encoded the formation of nanoparticles with certain shapes.

**Figure 1.** SEM images of the gold nanoparticles synthesized with a) A30, b) T30, c) C30, d) G20, e) in the absence of DNA, or f) in the absence of gold salt. Scale bars = 200 nm.
While it is interesting to find that oligo dA, dT, dC, and dG induce nanoparticles to take on different shapes, we decided to explore this phenomenon in more depth. These oligonucleotides represent the simplest cases of DNA, but most single-stranded DNAs contain more than one type of deoxyribonucleotide. To explore the use of DNA as a coding system to modulate nanoparticle morphology, we extended our investigation to DNA containing two types of deoxyribonucleotides. Because 30 mer DNA had previously been shown to produce nanoparticles with a controlled morphology and good colloidal stability,[34] we fixed the length of these new DNA strands at 30 nt but divided the nucleotides into two segments. Each segment contained only one type of deoxyribonucleotide; for example, T5G20 (T5G25 was not tested due to synthetic difficulty), T10G20, T15G15, T20G10, and T25G5, for the combination of T and G residues. As shown in Figure S6a, the morphologies of the nanomaterials synthesized in the presence of T5G20 and T10G20 were similar to those formed in the presence G20. A further increase in the number of T residues (see T20G10 and T25G5) produced six-pointed star-like nanoparticles, similar to those formed in the presence of T30. These results show that T and G residues compete with each other for control of the morphologies, which progress from the nanohexagon preferred by oligo dG to the six-pointed star preferred by oligo dT.

To find out if the above morphology control by the combination of dT and dG also applies to other combinations, we next tested combinations of dA with dG and dC with dG. For the combination of dA and dG, A5G20 and A10G20 produced nanohexagons similar to that of oligo dG (Figure S6b) and summarized in Figure 2). However, when the length of the dA segment increased, the edges of the resulting nanohexagon became rough, apparently from competition with the oligo dA (see A15G15). When the length of the oligo dA segment was increased to 20 nt (A20G10) or 25 nt (A25G5), the resulting nanoparticles were round nanoparticles with rough surfaces, similar to those formed in the presence of A30. Therefore, the morphological control of dA and dG compete with each other in the combination of dA and dG residues, similar to that of the combination of dT and dG described above. The effects of the combination of dG and dC (see Figure S6c and Figure 2) are also similar, as C10G20 resulted in nanohexagons, in which the effects of dG predominated. As the length of the dC segment increased, round nanoparticles with rough surfaces were formed.

To find out if the two nucleotides always compete with each other as in the case of the combinations of dT/dG, dA/dG, and dC/dG, we next examined the effects of a combination of dT and dA. As shown in Figure S6d and Figure 2, nanoparticles grown in the presence of all combinations of dT and dA (T20A10, T15A15, and T10A20) were round nanoparticles with rough surfaces, similar to what was observed in the presence of A30 alone and different from that of T30 (Figure 1a). This result suggests that dA always dominates dT in controlling the nanoparticle morphologies when the dA segment length is longer than five bases. A similar phenomenon was observed in combinations of dA and dC, as all tested sequences (A5C25, A10C20, A15C15, A20C10, and A25C5) produced round nanoparticles with rough surfaces similar to that of A30 alone. The interplay between dA and dC will be further discussed below.

While the above combinations resulted in morphologies that resemble those arising from one type of nucleotide, whether they are equally competitive or one is dominating, the combination of dT and dC causes morphologies that are different from those either oligo dT or oligo dC alone (Figure S6e or Figure 2). All of the DNA sequences tested (T5C25, T10C20, T15C15, T20C10, and T25C5) produced flower-like nanoparticles, with thin central areas and thick edges wrapped with multiple tips. With the increase of dT content, the edges grew thicker and the tips grew longer. Therefore, the morphological effect combinations of dT and dC is synergistic instead of competitive or dominating. By comparing the newly formed nanoparticle morphologies with the morphology of the original nanopram seeds, the shaping effects of dG, dT, dA, and dC in homogenous oligonucleotides or in combination could be identified (and are described in detail in Figure 3). The morphological effects of dG and dT are apparent in the AG, CG, TG, and TC combinations. The rounding effects of dA were confirmed in the AT, AG, and AC combinations. The one exception in these predictions is the case of dC. Even though oligo dC was shown to induce round nanoparticles with flat surfaces, once combined with dT or dG, it induced the formation of rough nanoparticles; thus, its
enhanced performance in SERS, catalysis, and cellular shapes and rough surfaces have been recently shown to have shapes were synthesized. Since nanoparticles with complex synthesis method, a number of nanoparticles with novel synergistic were observed. With this DNA-encoded nano- a developing nanoparticle, two effects (i.e., competitive and were combined in a single strand and incubated with deoxyribonucleotide were identified and rules for these combinations showed a synergistic interaction, producing a competitive interaction for simplicity. The AT combinations segment dominated the shaping process (Figure 2). In the AC nations, the morphological influence of each deoxyribonucleo- also studied the interplay between the bases by analyzing the morphologies by the oligo dG, dT, dA, and dC alone, we have Figure 3.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>(1) One-base type oligodeoxynucleotides</th>
<th>Morphological effect</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>G</td>
<td>Formation of flat nanohexagons</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T</td>
<td>Formation of six-pointed nanostars</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>Formation of round rough plates</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>Formation of round flat plates</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>(2) Two-base type oligodeoxynucleotides</th>
<th>Shaping effect</th>
<th>Surface effect</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>G</td>
<td>Hexagon forming</td>
<td>Flattening</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T</td>
<td>Six-pointed star forming</td>
<td>Smoothing, edge thickening</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>Rounding</td>
<td>Roughening</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>Rounding</td>
<td>Roughening</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 3. Tables summarizing the morphological effects of each type of deoxyribonucleotide on gold nanoparticle formation.

morphological effects were similar to those of dA in combination with other bases.

In addition to summarizing the effects on nanoparticle morphologies by the oligo dG, dT, dA, and dC alone, we have also studied the interplay between the bases by analyzing the effect that the TG, AG, CG, TA, TC, and AC combinations had on nanoparticle formation. In TG, AG, and CG combinations, the morphological influence of each deoxyribonucleotide competed directly with one another, and the longer segment dominated the shaping process (Figure 2). In the AC combinations, since dA and dC have the same morphological effects when combined with another nucleotide, it is difficult to differentiate their interaction, and we assigned it as a competitive interaction for simplicity. The AT combinations were also competitive, but the shaping effect of dA dominated, even if it was shorter than the dT segment. The TC combinations showed a synergistic interaction, producing large pedals on the sides of the plates, and creating a morphology distinctly different from either oligo dT or oligo dC (Figure 2).

In summary, we have demonstrated that DNA can be used to control the morphologies of gold nanomaterials during seed-mediated growth. The morphological effects of each deoxyribonucleotide were identified and rules for these effects were summarized. When two deoxyribonucleotides were combined in a single strand and incubated with a developing nanoparticle, two effects (i.e., competitive and synergistic) were observed. With this DNA-encoded nano-synthesis method, a number of nanoparticles with novel shapes were synthesized. Since nanoparticles with complex shapes and rough surfaces have been recently shown to have enhanced performance in SERS, catalysis, and cellular uptake, this work could provide a new method for synthesizing nanoparticles with predictable structures for widespread applications.
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